The electrophysiological correlate of contour integration is similar for color and luminance mechanisms.
Contour integration perceptually links together similarly oriented line elements hidden between randomly oriented distracters. To investigate how contour integration depends on early sensory processing, we compared the electrophysiological correlate of contour integration of elements defined by luminance (black-and-white) or isoluminant color (red-and-green) contrasts. Detection performance for color- and luminance-defined contours (both open and closed) was matched. Detectable contours elicited a negative shift over posterior electrodes starting 220 ms after stimulus onset. The shift occurred for both color and luminance contrasts, even when possible luminance artifacts in red-and-green stimuli were masked. This indicates a common physiological processing stream for orientation-based contour integration of red-and-green and black-and-white elements.